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VIOLET OAKLEY SHOWS HIGH IDEALISM IN TALK ON ART

Illumination in Books and on Walls

The Subject of Illustrated Lectures

Dr. Robert Frost, of the English Department of Colby College, made an arms-dealing tour of the world and returned last week, in addition to a适合自己's visit to Bryn Mawr. His lecture was a straightforward account of his world tour, with a description of the painting and to reading from a gold-bound, hand-illuminated manuscript, Violet Oakley, foremost American artist. Her work, like its theme, is one of the Merion Art Center, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, and in the American, spoke on Friday evening, in Tuesday in the upper hall of the Art Gallery and the talks of the Art Gallery. The first study of the past week's strikes appeared in The Bookman, in the early days of the Yale and Drexel concessions. The first study of the book was published by D. Appleton & Co., for which a book may be had at $1.00.

OUTLINE OF THE LECTURE

Dr. Frost's first stop was in Europe, where he lectured on the subject of European art. His lecture was a straightforward account of his world tour, with a description of the painting and to reading from a gold-bound, hand-illuminated manuscript, Violet Oakley, foremost American artist. Her work, like its theme, is one of the Merion Art Center, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, and in the American, spoke on Friday evening, in Tuesday in the upper hall of the Art Gallery and the talks of the Art Gallery. The first study of the past week's strikes appeared in The Bookman, in the early days of the Yale and Drexel concessions. The first study of the book was published by D. Appleton & Co., for which a book may be had at $1.00.
LETTERS TO THE NEWS
(The editors do not hold themselves responsible for opinions expressed in these columns.)

Gifted Mathematician Institute
To the Editor of the College News:
I have just returned from Switzerland, where I have found two very gifted mathematicians in a state of destitution. They have a background of some years of study in the best universities, but are now living in poverty. These are the future scientists who are missing--the ones who have the potential to make significant contributions to the field of mathematics.

Sincerely yours,
[Signature]

CHRISTMAS TEA FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS NEXT SUNDAY
Twenty foreign members of the International Students' Club in Philadelphia have been invited to the home of Mesdames Massin and Guerin, given by the World Citizenship Committee next Sunday. Invitations have also been extended to the foreign students of Bryn Mawr and to other graduates who meet the students from other countries.

DIRECTORS SEND RESOLUTION TO ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE
Mrs. Stagg reports that resolutions expressing the gratitude of the directors of the college have been sent to Mrs. Caroline McCormick Slade, chairman of the Board of Directors; to the students and staff; and to the alumni.

special feature:

VIOLET OAKLEY PRESES PRAISE

The spirit of Howard Pyle is still a guide for the artist. He has been one of the great masters of composition; he has left a heritage of fine art that we can all appreciate.

Spokes of Pyle and Du Maurier
The scholarship for the fine arts is a legacy of Howard Pyle. He was a student at Mr. Pyle at the Philadelphia Academy. His paintings, such as Howard Pyle or George du Maurier do not merely repeat photographically the work of Du Maurier, but they are something new. He realizes out of the words some parallel idea which he portrays.

Bryn Mawr Paints Praise

On her way to the Art Club reception, after her talk, the illuminated poster done by D. Wycoff, '21, for the Art Club lecture arrested Miss Oakley's attention. "This is very beautiful," she said, after examining the work. One of the posters was presented to Miss Oakley, while the other was given to Miss Emmerson, winner of the May Day competition.

ALUMNAE BULLETIN TO COMPREHEND MANY FEATURES OF INTEREST
"Campus Notes" reviewing recent important events at Bryn Mawr, a letter column open to both alumnae and undergraduates, and editorial comment on alumnae and academic affairs both at home and abroad in the country at large, are departments planned for the Alumnae Bulletin by Margaret G. Blaine, '13 Miss Blaine, who is also Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, is being assisted in editing the monthly bulletin by Dorothy M. Baldwin, '13, a member of the staff of the New Republic.

CHRISTMAS DELTA TO BE EXHIBITED
A. C. R. members, who are being addressed by the students, will be on exhibition in the Christian Association Library on Saturday and Sunday, on exhibit before the exhibition of the Sunnyside Day Nursery in Philadelphia. The stockings being filled with gifts for the Delta members.

Emily Brown keeps a happy home in the South and its spring, shortly after the Delta Settlement, to negro schools in the South and the Spring Street Settlement. Specimens of these gifts are being filled for old ladies at the Spring Street Settlement.

quoted from a book in Major English:
"And the fair Cressida acted according to the old Romanic law of immunity."
CLIPPING ABOUT BRYN MAWR
NOW IN ALUMNAE OFFICE

The Alumnae Office plans to have a scrap-book of newspaper clippings from the various newspapers who send reports to cover events at Bryn Mawr. A cartoon of the All-Philadelphia hockey team and one clipping are now in the office. The undergraduates are always welcome, according to Margaret Lifland, '11, head of the office, who asks that they come in without knocking and feel free to look around, even though business is going on, and in its present quarters the office seems crowded.

Sessler's Bookshop
BOOKS: PICTURES
1314 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

CRITICISM MUST BE PAID FOR, SAYS MR. ELMORE IN CHAPEL

Believe Criticism Kills Genius

"The man who indulges in cheap criticism always pays for it," said Mr. Carl Elmore, head of the English Department, in a recent address at the College Chapel. "I believe it is one of the experiences," he said, "that the person who habitually indulges in condemnation is bound to know."

"When we criticize others," Mr. Elmore explained, "we are indulging our desire to see the world look small beneath us."

"We often take a superior attitude in our endeavor to vindicate ourselves," he continued. "The man who fears a habit always subject to denunciation is practically a creative genius."

The members of the University of Pennsylvania Fencing team, accompanied by Mr. Terrone, gave the first lesson in fencing given with us in the past 20 years.

During the evening the ladies stop rushes, but they will sing up to five songs, and one or two songs each night, in Oenbigh Hall, at the Community Center to gather dollars to clear.

News in Brief

FENCING METHOD DEMONSTRATED BY MR. LEONARDO TERRONE

Will Hold Classes Here

"I expect shortly to announce," supported by proofs, that I have succeeded in taking the game fencing away from a deteriorated and jerky exercise and carrying it, scientifically developed, to stand side by side with the best forms of physical culture," writes Mr. Leonardo Terrone, director of the Fencers' Club, of Philadelphia, to the News, in connection with his demonstration of fencing, given with assistants at the Gymnasium, last Thursday afternoon.

Mr. Terrone came to America to experiment on a new method of fencing adapted to modern life. Giving fencing instructions at the University of Pennsylvania, he started his experiments on the basis of his own fencing habits in Italy. During these duel I noted that personal magnetism, increased by good mechanical habits of the body, greatly helped, but that the point of view, the state of mind, the psychological attitude of the fencer, counted very much," said Mr. Terrone.

"The Letters of William James," edited by his son, Henry James. While Russia will be sung by the Service Committee, and Miss Baldwin's School has invited its permanent swimming captain for the Social Service Committee.

The French Club, after Christmas vacation, announced a French aub mel for dinner in the French Club, at 7.30.

Dr. Arlet, Professor of Education, Dr. Cumming, Professor of Education, Dr. Rand, Associate Professor of Experimental Psychology, and graduates in the Psychology and Education Departments, were delegates to a round-table conference for the cooperation of psychologists and teachers last Saturday at the U. S. Grant School in Philadelphia. The French students will present "L'Homme Qui Epousa Une Femme Muette," by Anatole France, for the French Club, at Christmas.

In the New Book Room

"Strenuphyl," by James Gibbons Halsey, an autobiography, in two volumes.

The "Autobiography of Marmot Asquith," Frank, graphic sketches of the English nobility, including King Edward VII, Queen Alexandra and Lord Balfour, is a memoir of the late Bishop, by Joseph Balfour.


The Alumnae Office plans to have a scrap-book of newspaper clippings from the various newspapers who send reports to cover events at Bryn Mawr. A cartoon of the All-Philadelphia hockey team and one clipping are now in the office. The undergraduates are always welcome, according to Margaret Lifland, '11, head of the office, who asks that they come in without knocking and feel free to look around, even though business is going on, and in its present quarters the office seems crowded.

The French Club met for dinner in the French Club, last night. French games and conversation followed.

NEWS IN BRIEF

CENTER CHILDREN TO BE GUESTS OF THE BALDWIN SCHOOL

Miss Baldwin's School has invited all children of the Community Center ten years old or younger to a Christmas party on the afternoon of December 24. The program includes games, carols and refreshments.

MANN & DILKS
152 CHESTNUT STREET

FRESHMEN COMPETITION FOR THE LANTERN BOARD will open immediately after the Christmas vacation. Those trying out for the editorial board give their names to H. Hill, 31 Radnor Hall, and for the business board to Mr. McCormen, 22 Radnor Hall, by Friday, January 7. Sophomores trying out for the editorial board are R. McAmey, E. Gray, L. K. Bowers, and E. Blane.

The next issue of the Welsh Rarebit will be out just before the Christmas vacation.

Blanche Borden, '24, and Louise Sanford, '24, have been appointed to the College Ring Committee by the Undergraduate Association Board.
WHERE TO SHOP

J. E. CALDWELL & CO.
Chestnut and Juniper Streets
Philadelphia

GOLDSMITHS SILVERSMITHS JEWELERS
College insignia
Class Rings
Security Enamels

STATIONERY WITH SPECIAL MONOGRAMS, CRESTS and SEALS

KIEFERLE CO., INC.
Gowns, Suits, Topcoats, Wraps and Waists
to order ready to wear
10 per cent discount to students
186 S. 18th Street, Philadelphia

M. RAPPAPORT Furrier
Fine Furs, Remodeling
Newest Styles, Alterations

211 S. 17th St. - PHILA.

GERTRUDE NIXON HEMSTITCHING
28 OLD LANCASTER ROAD
Droh. House 333
DENNEY & DENNEY, INC.
1513 WALNUT ST.

Hairdressers Manicurists

For Thirty Years
We have made a specialty of furnishing

HIGH-GRADE COLLEGE PRINTING
to the various educational institutions
of the country in the form of Class
Records, Catalogs, Programs, Circulars, etc.

Our facilities for printing and binding are unsurpassed, and we solicit your patronage.

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY
1006-1016 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA
DELEGATE REPORTS ON STUDENT GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE

May Not Go to Comity Unplanned

"Brya Mawer, the only one of the eighty-eight colleges east of the Mississippi represented at the Conference that does not have faculty members on its student organization boards," said Gardiner, "22, in her report to the Self-Government Association at Tuesday, December 7th, on the Student Government Conference at Elmira, New York, to which she and Faust, 21, were delegates.

Other colleges have one student organization with a larger board than our boards, instead of the four organizations at Bryn, Mawer, Villas, Smith, Swarthmore, Goucher and other colleges have the honor system for examinations, and considered it works, although they admitted some cheating, averaging one student a year. Reporting on each other seemed essential to a successful honor system. Many colleges had a 10 o'clock curfew rule, and some required the students to be on campus by 7:30. Chapel rules of other colleges were stricter on the whole, especially on Sunday, according to Miss Gardiner.

Students may go to concerts at the Academy of Music without asking their chaperons, according to a rule passed by the meeting, but a motion for going unchaperoned was dropped.

Miss Goggins stressed reporting the violation of rules involving a fine, and announced that her office would act as procurers in the Library. "Any loa in the halls of residence should be reported, with the hour it was missed, to Miss Adair, the business manager," said Miss Goggins.

Informal, spoken reprimands were given for motoring after dark without unchaperoned. A formal, written reprimand was given to a student for breaking chapel rules.

IN PHILADELPHIA


Footers' Dye Works

AMERICA'S BIGGEST AND BEST CLEANERS AND DYERS

OFFICE AND PLANT, CUMBERLAND, MD

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH

1118 CHESTNUT STREET;

Coats, Suits, Hats and Dresses

1618-20 CHESTNUT STREET

F. SCOTT FITZGERALD

AUTHOR OF

This Side of Paradise

HOW TO BE HAPPY 

or How to Conquer the Great

FLAPPERS and PHILOSOPHERS

A Collection of Short Stories

which the Chicago Post said "Puffles" the promise of "This Side of Paradise.""

If you value the old place and the things are absolutely different from "when we were in college," read

This Side of Paradise

a startling silence of speech and ideas. The refreshing talk of real men students at college—those who think and act naturally and who talk as you think.

On sale everywhere. $1.75 each

Get them at your own bookcases, or from the publisher, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

BRYAN MOWTHER TEACHER

Monday, December 20, Anita Stewart in "Human Desire." Tuesday, Beatrice Joy in "Irresistible." Wednesday, Blanche Sweet in "The Unbeatable Sin." Thursday, All-Star Cast in "Deep Waters." Friday, Edgar Lewis' production "Lahoma." Saturday, Mary Miles Minter in "On the Heart." There are now ten university papers which receive the greatest creative work of the Associated Press. Among these are the Daily Princetonian, the first to take the service; Cornell Daily Sun, the Daily Thistle, the Michigan Daily and the Daily

TREAT GIFT BOOK

Made with great care, meaning and spirit

GRADUATION AND OTHER GIFTS

BRYN MawER 179

30, May 8, Sep.

THE FRENCH SHOP

816 LANCASTER AVE.

Bryn Mawer, Pa.

SMART GOWNS MADE TO ORDER

DISTINCTIVE REMODELING

PENNSYLVANIA HOSIERY MILLS

Salerstonos. C. 1932 Market St.

PHILADELPHIA

HOMESTYLES

FUNERAL EMBALMING - BEREAVEMENT CARES - PALLIATION - FUNERAL RITUALS

the better kind

IN HOOSIER SILES LACE CHIFFONS of the Better Grade

Direct from Mill to You At Wholesale Prices

THE Novel of the Rising Generation
DESEATING CLUB WORKS WITH WORLD CITIZENSHIP COMMITTEE

Next Debate to be Held January 12 on Japanese Immigration Question

Whether the Japanese should be admitted to the United States in equal footing with other aliens is the question to be debated Wednesday evening, January 12, by two debate teams under the auspices of the World Citizenship Committee.

The affirmative team is A. Taylor, '23; S. Washburn, '21; P. Osroff, '21, and their alternate team is M. Dunn, '23, and N. Fizer, '23.

The negative will be S. Marbury, '21, chairman of the World Citizenship Committee, and his alternate, S. Aldrich, '22, and D. Fiz, '22.

"MINUIT CHRISTIEN" TO BE SUNG AT SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SERVICE

Dean Brown, of Yale, Will Preach

Christmas music and decorations are being planned for the chapel on December 19, when Dean Charles Reynolds Brown, of the Divinity School, will lead the service. P. Norris, '22, will sing the solo to the French carol, "Minuit Christien." The sermon will be a "Sermonium," by Dubbuck.

Dean Brown has been at Bryn Mawr every year since the organization of the French Club, and "The Latent Energies in Life" are original works, in which business men be asked by the com

Two Projection Lanterns Installed

President Thomas has given the college two new portrait lanterns which have been installed in Taylor Hall.

The large Hallicoptan, which can be adjusted to use in the chapel, in class rooms, has possibilities for showing two slides side by side. Ofique objects, such as postcards and pictures in books, can be shown by the small projection lantern. The old lantern in Room G, Taylor Hall, has been removed into an up-to-date portable lantern to be given to the Phebe Anna Thorne Model School.

CALENDAR

Friday, December 17th
8:00 P.M.—Maid's Party in the gymnasium, to follow the play "The First Mrs. Bobbby." 
Saturday, December 18th
8:00 P.M.—Lecture by Mr. Raymond Fordick in Taylor Hall, on "Comparison of European and American Political Systems," under auspices of the History Club.
Sunday, December 19th
6:00 P.M.—Recital, speaker, E. Hials, '23.
7:30 P.M.—Chapel, sermon by Dean Brown, of the Yale University School of Christian Service.
Monday, December 20th
6:00 P.M.—Chapel, doxology service, followed by costume dance in Pembroke Hall.
Saturday, December 21st
Christmas vacation begins.
Wednesday, December 28th
8:00 P.M.—Piano recital by Dr. Spalding, in the gymnasium.
Sunday, January 9th
6:00 P.M.—Recital, speaker, E. Hials, '23.
7:30 P.M.—Chapel, sermon by Bishop Dr. Moore, of Michigan.
Monday, January 10th
7:30 P.M.—Current events talk by Dr. Frederic, in Taylor Hall.
Wednesday, January 12th
7:30 P.M.—Debate on Japanese immigration, by the Debating Club under auspices of the World Citizenship Committee, in Memo Hall Sitting Room.

UNDERGRADUATES A.K.A. COMMITTEE FOR CONFERENCE ON WEEK-ENDS

Ogoppe Saturday Classes or Limitation of Work-Weeks

The question of limitation of work-weeks was the most important business brought up before the undergraduate meeting last Thursday evening. After a long and vigorous discussion on the faculty and its alternates: S. Aldrich, '22, and D. Fiz, '22.
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